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About LiwA

Formed in 1996, Liwa LLc is a multi-disciplinary 
creative agency, specialising in brand identity, design 
and advertising. our approach to our work is simple 
and honest: we place an emphasis on creativity and 
conceptual thinking, turning our passion for what we do into 
commercial success for our clients, large and small.

we approach our work with enthusiasm, optimism and 
conviction. every project is seen as an opportunity to push 
boundaries and create distinctive and engaging work. we 
are driven by a sense of responsibility, both to our clients 
and the environments where our work is ultimately seen and 
enjoyed.

great design is a 
powerFuL tooL For 
improvement in aLL 
waLks oF LiFe. we 
bring this conviction 
to every project we 
take on.

our MethodoLogy

we work on projects large 
and small. From the design 
of a simple printed piece 
to the repositioning of large 
multinationals, each project is 
divided into 3 stages; research, 
visualisation and delivery. we 
tailor our methodology to suit 
each client’s requirements, 
calling on different areas of 
expertise where required.

ReseaRch

to provide the right creative 
solutions for our clients, we 
first need to understand what 
they are trying to say to the 
marketplace. we also need 
to understand their business 

and objectives, what the 
marketplace thinks of them and 
what their audience wants from 
them. this is where ideas start 
to form, where we set the goals 
upon which our solutions deliver.

Visualisation

we can now start the creative 
process, designing the solution 
which will most effectively 
meet our client’s requirements 
and, most importantly, create 
a tailored visual experience 
for their target audience. 
the ideas which form in the 
research phase become the 
vital ingredient in bringing the 
creative solution to life. this 
stage not only involves the 
creation of the brand identity 

and design elements, but also 
the guidelines and structures for 
easy implementation, critical to 
every brand programme.

DeliVeRy

once the project is finished, it’s 
important that it’s delivered to 
the marketplace on time, within 
budget and to a high standard, 
whatever the medium. For large 
projects, the management of 
these brands is an ongoing 
process requiring careful 
monitoring in order to achieve 
their full potential. we deliver 
an ongoing implementation 
programme which ensures 
the successful delivery of the 
new brand solution to the 
marketplace. 

we taiLor our methodoLogy 
to suit each cLient’s 
requirements



ServiceS offered

BRanD stRategy

stakeholder interviews
consumer Focus groups
competitor analysis
communications audit
brand positioning
brand architecture
brand policy document
creative brief

Visualisation

naming
brand identity
concept visualisation
stationery
company Literature
annual reports
packaging
advertising (print and tv)
environmental design
web design
multimedia
signage

DeliVeRy

print procurement
project management
media planning
Focus groups/workshops
brand induction
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